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In vitro tissue models play an important role in providing a platform that mimics the 
realistic tissue microenvironment for stimulating and characterizing the cellular 
behavior. In particular, the hydrogel-based 3D in vitro models allow the cells to grow 
and interact with their surroundings in all directions, thus better mimicking in vivo than 
their 2D counterparts. The objective of this thesis is to establish a 3D in vitro model that 
mimics the anatomical and functional complexity of the realistic cancer 
microenvironment for conveniently studying the transport coupling in porous tissue 
structures. We pack uniform-sized PEGDA-GelMA microgels in a microfluidic chip to 
form a 3D porous model. The uniform-sized microgels were fabricated by 
capillary-based microfluidics; the microfluidic chip was designed and fabricated by 
soft lithography for conveniently handling gel packing and cell injection as well as 
controlling the interstitial flow through a syringe pump. To demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our model, we further examine the migration of the MDA-MB-231 
breast cancer cells in the porous in vitro model in the presence of a concentration 
gradient of fetal bovine serum (FBS) and interstitial flow, respectively. The preliminary 
results show that the MDA-MB-231 cells can successfully grow and migrate in our in 
vitro model. Our ultimate goal is to apply this model to quantitatively study the 
combined effects of the interstitial flow and biomolecular diffusion on cell migration, 
which sheds light on understanding the mechanisms of tumor metastasis and many 
other physiological processes, such as the cellular response to drugs, the growth of 
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1.1 Extracellular matrix and interstitial flow 
 
Tissues contain cells dwelling in an extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM not only 
serves as the base for the cells to attach and migrate along, but also imparts extracellular 
signals to the cells [1]. Depending on the tissue type, ECM components typically 
include collagens, proteoglycans, laminins, and fibrin [2]. Across ECM there is an 
interstitial flow caused by hydrostatic and osmotic pressure difference between the 
lymphatic system and blood circulation [3]. The mechanism of the interstitial flow in 
most porous tissues is governed by Darcy’s Law. 
                            ν =  − κ
μ
∇P                            (1) 
where ν is the fluid velocity defined as flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area of 
the porous medium normal to the flow (m/s), ∇P is the pressure gradient vector (Pa/m), 
κ is the permeability(m2), and μ is dynamic viscosity (Pa·s). Darcy’s law is widely 
applied to describe slow flow in homogeneous porous media, such as the interstitial 
flow in biological tissues. 
 
 
1.2 Mechanism of cell migration  
 
Cell migration is a process that cells move from one location to another when cells 
receive chemical signals such as the concentration gradient of the growth factor or 
mechanical signals such as pressure difference [4]. Mechanical and chemical signals 
influence cell migration behaviors such as the direction and speed of the movement. 
Importantly, interstitial flow can directly or indirectly affect the mechanical and 
chemical signals that can be sensed by the cells. Two mechanisms have been proposed 
to describe the effects of the interstitial flow on the cell migration in tissues. On one 
hand, it was proposed that the flow-induced shear force, which is balanced by tension 
in the integrins that connect the cell to the surrounding matrix, would enhance the 
affinity and avidity of integrins and increases activation of focal adhesion kinase 
2 
(FAK) [5]. Moreover, the hydrodynamic pressure leads to a transcellular stress 
gradient—tensile force on the upstream side and compressive force on the 
downstream side [6]. Therefore, this mechanism drives the cells to move against the 
flow. On the other hand, the interstitial flow would take the self-secreted CCL21 
ligand to the downstream of the cell to form a local CCL21 concentration gradient, 
which can be sensed by the CCR7 receptor on the cell, driving the cell to move on the 
same direction of the flow. This mechanism has been termed as autologous 
chemotaxis [7]. These two mechanisms compete each other to determine the cell 
migration direction and speed (Figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of the effect of interstitial flow on cell migration.  
Color bar: low concentration to high concentration 
 
Although these two mechanisms can be well supported by the studies in 2D in vitro 
models and simulation [8-9], it is still an open question that if the migration in 3D 
ECM can be well explained by the same mechanisms. Moreover, it is not clear that if 
the proposed mechanisms are the only two dominating mechanisms for explaining the 
cell migration behavior. Therefore, developing a way to identify the mechanisms of cell 






1.3 Hydrogel-based ECM in vitro model 
 
Hydrogel-based scaffold can well mimic ECMs because of their unique mechanical 
and chemical properties and therefore is suitable for investigating 3D cell motility in 
vitro[10]. However, the properties of hydrogels can be tuned by modulating gelation 
conditions [11], introducing substitutions [12] or adjusting the solid content [13]. 
However, single hydrogel material cannot be controlled precisely to change one 
physical parameter (e.g., pore size, stiffness and its structure) without any concurrent 
changes in other parameters. For example, altering the concentration of collagen 
changes the stiffness and pore size, both of which would influence the cell motility [14]. 
Collagens exhibit nonlinear mechanical behaviors depending on the degree of 
crosslinking to make cells experience the stiffness at the local ECM which may not be 
the same in the bulk stiffness [15]. This hardly attributes cell migration to one specific 
hydrogel parameter [16].The coupling of several parameters prevents us from 
understanding the effect of individual property of the hydrogel. Therefore, there is a 
need to develop a method that enables us to control one property of scaffold without 
changing the other properties.  
 
In this thesis a novel 3D in vitro model is developed on a microfluidic chip which can 
be potentially used for investigating the coupling between interstitial flow and 
epidermal growth factor (EGF) gradient, as well as their combined effects on cell 
migration. Chapter 2 introduces the design and fabrication of the PDMS microfluidic 
chip by soft lithography. Chapter 3 discusses the microfluidic fabrication of 
uniform-sized spherical PEGDA-GelMA microgels and the formation of the 3D in 
vitro model. The porous in vitro model is created by packing microgels in chambers on 
the PDMS-based microfluidic chip. By tuning the size and components of the 
microgels, we can tune the pore size and stiffness of the gel scaffold. Chapter 4 presents 
the preliminary results on the fluorescent and Confocal microscopy characterization of 
the cell migration due to the concentration gradient of fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 
interstitial flow. At the end I summarize the main conclusions and discuss the future 










Fabrication of Microfluidic Chip by Soft Lithography 
The fabrication of microfluidic chip by soft lithography consists of the following steps 
[17,18]: computer-aided design of the photomask, fabrication of the photoresist master, 
replication of the micro-structure on PDMS, and binding PDMS with glass to complete 
the chip. In this chapter I will elaborate each of these steps. The resultant microfluidic 
chip will not only host the microgels to form the 3D porous in vitro model, but also 
allow for conveniently handling the microgel injection, cell injection, and fluid flow, as 
well as simultaneously testing a few porous models.  
 
2.1 Photomask design 
 
Two layouts of single-layer microfluidic chips are designed as shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) are used for investigating the effect of concentration 
gradient of medium and for investigating the effect of IF on cell migration, respectively. 
Each layout has 4 parallel flow chambers, denoted as C1-C4. Microgels will be injected 
through inlets A1 and A2 and randomly dense-packed in these chambers. The filter 
pillars of each chamber will prevent the microgels from flowing away. The lateral 
dimensions of the chambers are 1000 μm × 1000 μm. The height of each chamber is 
around 200 μm. 
 
 
Figure 2: The schematic images of microfluidic chips (a) for investigating the 
concentration gradient and (b) for investigating interstitial flow. 
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In both layouts inlets B1 and B2 are for injecting medium with suspended cells. When 
using the device with the layout in 2(a), we will use B1 and B2 as the inlet and outlet of 
a low-concentration medium; meanwhile, D1 and D2 as the inlet and outlet of a 
high-concentration medium. Because of the high flow resistance through the chambers 
packed with microgels, there will be a linear concentration gradient generated in the 
chamber due to diffusion only. Therefore we can use the chip with this layout to study 
the effect of concentration gradient on cell migration. When using the device with the 
layout in 2(b), we will use the inlet E in the center to inject medium with a precisely 
controlled flow rate. D1-D4 will be the outlets. This allows us to examine the cell 
migration behavior under a constant interstitial flow.  
 
2.2 Fabrication of photoresist master 
 
SU-8 is a biocompatible, epoxy-based negative photoresist widely used in soft 
lithography, and therefore has a wide variety of applications in microfluidics, MEMS, 
flexible electronics, and microelectronics. We use SU-8 to fabricate the photoresist 
master for our microfluidic chips. Among the numerous SU-8 products with a wide 
range of viscosities, we selected and tested SU-8 50 and 2075 as we target on a 
relatively large chamber thickness of 200 µm. We fabricate the SU-8 masters in CUNY 









2.2.1 Spin coating 
 
The thickness of the photoresist master depends on the viscosity of the SU-8 and the 
spin speed. Higher viscosity and lower spin speed will result in larger thickness. 
However, the spin speed cannot be lower than a critical value for a certain SU-8 to 
avoid a substantial thickness difference between the center and periphery of the master. 
To implement a thickness of ~200 μm, we can spin 2 layers of 100-μm-thick SU-8 50 
using the spin speed of 1700 rpm, or spin 1 layer of 200-μm-thick SU-8 2075 using the 
spin speed of 1100 rpm. Both cases have the spread cycle that ramps to 500 rpm with 
the acceleration of 100 rpm/second and then holds for 10 s before going up to the spin 
speed and lasting for 30-40 s. To process SU-8 50, before spin-coating the second layer 
we soft bake the master as described below. 
 
2.2.2 Soft baking 
 
Soft baking process is to remove most of the solvent in the SU-8. We bake SU-8 50 and 
2075 on a level hot plate at 90 °C. Baking time for the first and second layers of SU-8 
50 are 30 minutes and 90 minutes, respectively. The baking time for SU-8 2075 is 2 
hours. 
 
2.2.3 UV expose 
 
We then expose the masterto UV at 365 nm to crosslink the SU-8. The exposure energy 
is 130 mJ/cm2.  
 
2.2.4 Post Exposure Bake (PEB) 
 
PEB enhances the crosslinking of SU-8 and alleviates the thermal stress inside SU-8. 
This step is crucial for the microstructure with high-aspect ratios like our filter pillars. 
We conduct the PEB firstly at 65 °C for 5 min, following 90 °C for 30 min, and then 65 




The uncrosslinked SU-8 will be dissolved in Propylene glycol methyl ether 
acetate (PGMEA, 1-methoxy-2-propanol acetate) and rinsed away. The challenge of 
this developing process is removing SU-8 at the filter pillars. We submerge the master 
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into PEGMEA under the ultrasonic bath for 45 sec. After ultrasonic bath, we will shake 
the container with the developer to remove any remaining SU-8. To complete remove 
the dissolved SU-8 and PEGMEA, we will thoroughly rinse the master with isopropyl 
alcohol. After drying, the SU-8 master is successfully fabricated. 
 
2.3 Replication of PDMS chips 
 
We make the PDMS precursor by mixing Sylgard 184 from Dow Corning and the 
crosslinker at the ratio of 10:1. Next, we cast the PDMS precursor against the master 
with the desirable pattern. We then remove the bubbles inside the precursor by 
desiccation before placing the master with PDMS in the oven at 95°C for 10 minutes. 
The PDMS mold is then ready to be peeled from the master. After punching holes as the 
inlets and outlets, we will clean the surface of PDMS and a glass slide by oxygen 
plasma, and bind the PDMS and the glass slide to complete the fabrication of the chip. 




Figure 4: Micrograph of one fluid chamber in the PDMS chip. The gap size of filters is 







Construction of Porous in vitro Model with Microgels 
We fabricate uniform-sized microgels using capillary-based microfluidics to construct 
the porous in vitro model. We firstly fabricated microgels made of polyacrylamide 
(PAM), poly ethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), and gelatin methacryloyl(GelMA), 
in which the polymer concentration are 10%, 10%, and 8%, respectively. Then we 
tested the attachment and growth of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells on these 
microgels. Both PAM and PEGDA microgels were treated with fibronectin before 
seeding the cells. The preliminary results show that the cells can attach and spread out 
on the surface of GelMA microgels much better than PAM and PEGDA, although cell 
attachment on the fibronectin-treated PAM and PEGDA gels have also been observed. 
Based on these preliminary results, we decided to use GelMA-based microgels. To 
improve the stiffness of the GelMA, we focus on PEGDA -GelMA hybrid microgels. In 
this chapter I will first describe the microfluidic fabrication of PEGDA-GelMA 
microgels, then present our preliminary results of the cell attachment test, as well as 
packing microgels in the microfluidic chamber to form the porous model. The 
microfluidic fabrication process can be readily modified to make other types of 
microgels.  
 
3.1 Fabrication of PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels 
 
We use capillary-based microfluidics to produce PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels 
[19]. The device consists of two tapered round capillaries co-axially assembled in 
another square capillary, as shown in Figure 5(a). Inner phase and outer phase are 
injected from the left side through the two yellow needles; the resultant emulsion drops 
will flow out of the device from the capillary on the right side. The third needle will be 
sealed in the experiment. Figure 5(b) illustrates the middle-plane cross-section of the 
junction. The outer phase fluid applies a shear force on and thus breaks the inner phase 
fluid at the junction into uniform-sized drops. The inner phase in our experiment is 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) with 8wt% GelMA, 10wt% PEGDA and 0.2 
wt% photoinitiator, Irgacure 2959. The outer phase is mineral oil with 2 wt% EM90 as 
the surfactant. The highly viscous aqueous phase makes a great challenge to generate 
uniform-sized drops. Therefore, we use a hair-dryer to heat up the channel to reduce the 
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viscosity of the aqueous phase. The drops become microgels by UV crosslinking. We 
remove the surfactant from the surface of the microgels by rinsing the gels with pure 
mineral oil 3 times. Then we transfer the gels from mineral oil to PBS by adding PBS to 
the oil suspension and centrifuging the mixture. We also use the ultrasonic bath to 
reduce the attraction between the microgels and the mineral oil. The micrograph of 
microgels suspended in PBS is shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 5: (a) Image of a glass capillary device. (b) Schematic of the microfluidic 
fabrication of monodisperse emulsion drops. 
 
 
Figure 6: Micrograph of monodisperse PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels in PBS.  
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3.2 Cell attachment test and microgel packing 
 
Cells cannot migrate until they attach on a surface. Thus, examining the cell adhesion is 
necessary to predict if our target cells will be able to migrate in the 3D in vitro model. 
We have tested four types of microgels made of PAM, PEGDA, GelMA, and 
GelMA-PEGDA. The results are shown in Figure 7. Compared with PAM and PEGDA 
microgels coated with fibronectin, GelMA-based microgels allow the cells to attach on 
the gel surface much better. Moreover, PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels have two 
advantages because of its enhanced stiffness. First, they are not likely to pass through 
the filters as the soft GelMA microgels. Second, cells can better attach on the stiff 
PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels than the soft GelMA gel [20,21,22,23,24]. Figure 
8(a) demonstrates that packing PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels without much 
deformation in the microfluidic chamber is feasible. Figure 8(b) shows the 
reconstructed 3D gel packing from the Confocal z-stack images.  
 
Figure 7: Fluorescent microscopy images showing the attachment of MDA-MB-231 
breast cancer cells on four types of microgels. 
 
 
Figure 8: (a) Micrograph of microgels packing in the PDMS chamber; (b) 3D 
reconstruction of randomly dense packed microgels with fluorescent dye. 
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Chapter 4 
Characterization of Cell Migration by Fluorescent and Confocal Microscopy 
Our ultimate goal is to use the 3D in vitro model to study the effect of transport 
coupling on cancer cell migration and cancer metastasis. It has been widely established 
that solid tumor cancer cells undergo epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition when cancer 
becomes aggressive and metastatic. The spindle morphology of mesenchymal cells, e.g. 
mesenchymal stem cells and fibroblasts, facilitates cell migration through mechanisms 
of binding and releasing via interactions between the integrins on cell surfaces and their 
corresponding ligands/motifs of ECM proteins. Triple negative MDA-MB-231 human 
breast cancer cells are extremely metastatic, with similar morphology to mesenchymal 
cells. Therefore, we chose to the MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells for the initial 
migration experiment.   
 
4.1 Cell seeding 
 
After packing microgels in the chambers, we sterilize the chip under UV for one hour. 
Then, we inject DMEM with 10% FBS to replace PBS in the chip to provide nutrients 
for the cells. To introduce cells into the chamber, we connect the cell inlet (B1 in Figure 
2) with a bath of cells at the concentration of 4x105 number/ml and apply vacuum from 
the outlet (B2 in Figure 2). All the other ports on the chip are closed. After enough cells 
have entered the inner circular channel, we open each of D1-D4 successively to let the 
cells enter the chambers. The chip is then maintained in the incubator at 37°C, 95% 
humidity, and 5% CO2 for 1 day to allow the cells to attach on the surface of the 
microgels. 
 
4.2 Fluorescent microscopy characterization 
 
To verify the effectiveness of our microfluidics-based in vitro model, we culture 
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in the microfluidic chip as shown in Figure 2(a) for 2 
days in the presence of a concentration gradient of FBS. The FBS concentration in the 
inner circle was kept at 1%, while the outer circle 10%, by circulating the 
corresponding FBS solution in DMEM in the channels. The diameter of 
PEGDA-GelMA hybrid microgels is 100 μm. The concentrations of PEGDA and 
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GelMA are 4% and 8%, respectively. We examined the chambers under a fluorescent 
microscope at the beginning, after 1 day of cell culture, and after 2 days of cell culture. 
At the beginning, most cells attached on the filter pillars at the entrance and almost no 
cells was detected in the chamber, as shown in Figure 9(a). More and more cells were 
detected in the chamber especially in the downstream, as shown in Figure 9(b) and 9(c). 
This phenomenon is partially because of the proliferation of the cells, but also implies 
that the cells are able to migrate along the porous microgel packing.  
 
Figure 9: Fluorescent micrographs of cell migration in the presence of concentration 
gradient of FBS over two days. 
 
4.3 Confocal microscopy characterization 
 
To track the individual cells and quantify their migration behavior, we use Confocal 
microscopy to monitor the cell distribution over 3 days. The whole chip was placed in 
an incubator (Pecon®) that is fixed on the stage of the microscope. In the incubator the 
temperature was kept at 37°C, the humidity 37%, and CO2 5%. We make microgels 
with 10% PEGDA and 8% GelMA and with the diameter of ~80 μm. We increase the 
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PEGDA concentration to 10% to avoid gel deformation. We use the microfluidic chip 
with the layout in Figure 2(b) in this experiment, and examine the cellular response to 
controlled interstitial flow of ~5 μm/s. We scan the z-stack of each chamber every 1 
hour, which allows us to re-construct the 3D cell distribution in the chamber. After 3 
days of cell culture and Confocal imaging, we observed that the cells grow and 
proliferate in the chamber as expected, as shown in Figure 10. However, because of the 
smaller gel size and inevitable deformation of the microgels, most pores of the porous 
gel packing are smaller than the nucleus of the MDA-MB-231 cells, which are larger 
than 10 μm according to the measurement. Therefore, most cells were not able to pass 
through the porous model. Instead, we observed that many cells are migrate back and 
forth within one pore space, or make circular motion along the surface of one microgel. 
Figure 11 shows the cell distribution in one chamber after culturing 60 hours, 62 hours, 
64 hours and 66 hours. The movement of the cell in the square can be clearly visualized. 
 
Figure 10: Confocal micrographs of cell migration in the presence of interstitial flow 
over three days. 
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Figure 11: Confocal micrographs showing the migration of a single cell (in the yellow 















Concluding Remarks and Outlook 
In this thesis a novel 3D in vitro model is developed by packing uniform-sized 
microgels in chambers on a microfluidic chip. The uniform-sized microgels were 
fabricated by capillary-based microfluidics; the microfluidic chip was fabricated by 
soft lithography and enables us to conveniently handle gel packing and cell injection, as 
well as control the interstitial flow through a syringe pump. We use capillary-based 
microfluidics to fabricate four types of microgels—PAM, PEGDA, GelMA, and 
GelMA-PEGDA microgels. GelMA-PEGDA microgels exhibit excellent mechanical 
strength and cell adhesion, and therefore are the focus of our subsequent studies. Two 
microfluidic chips were developed for studying the effects of chemotaxis and 
interstitial flow, respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our in vitro model, we 
culture MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in the in vitro models and examine their 
migration behavior in the presence of a concentration gradient of fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) and interstitial flow, respectively. The preliminary results show that the 
MDA-MB-231 cells can successfully grow and migrate in our in vitro model.  
 
In the next we will optimize the microgel size to ensure the best mobility of the cells in 
the porous in vitro model. More importantly, we will quantitatively characterize the cell 
migration and identify the mechanisms due to interstitial flow. Our ultimate goal is to 
study the combined effects of interstitial flow and chemotaxis on the cell migration, 
which could shed light on understanding the mechanisms of tumor metastasis and many 
other physiological processes, such as the cellular response to drugs, the growth of 
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